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Authoring, Editing and Visualizing Compound Objects  
for Literary Scholarship 
 Anna Gerber, Jane Hunter School of Information Technology and Electrical Engineering The University of Queensland  {agerber, jane}@itee.uq.edu.au  This paper presents LORE (Literature Object Re‐use and Exchange), a light‐weight tool designed to  enable  scholars  and  teachers  of  literature  to  author,  edit  and  publish  OAI‐ORE‐compliant compound  information objects  that  encapsulate  related digital  resources  and bibliographic  re‐cords. LORE provides a graphical user interface for creating, labelling and visualizing typed rela‐tionships  between  individual  objects  using  terms  from  a  bibliographic  ontology  based  on  the IFLA FRBR. After creating a compound object, users can attach metadata and publish it to a re‐pository  (as  an RDF graph) where  it  can be  searched,  retrieved,  edited and  re‐used by others. LORE has been developed in the context of the Australian Literature Resource project (AustLit) and hence focuses on compound objects for teaching and research within the Australian literary studies community. However  it can easily be  tailored to support  the creation of compound ob‐jects for literary and bibliographic research more generally. 
1   Introduction Within the discipline of literature research and teaching, the ability to relate disparate digital re‐sources in a standardized, machine‐readable format has the potential to add significant value to distributed collections of literary resources. Such compound objects can be used to track the li‐neage  of  derivative works which  are  based  on  a  common  concept,  to  relate  objects  around  a common theme, or to encapsulate related digital resources for teaching purposes. For example, one might want to relate the original edition of Follow the Rabbit­Proof Fence to the  illustrated edition, a radio recording and a digital version of the film – and to retrieve and present these re‐sources, with their relationships visualized, regardless of their location. Our objective is to pro‐vide  a  software  tool  to  enable  such encapsulation  and  subsequent  re‐use  and visualization,  by building on the efforts of two previous digital library initiatives: 
• The IFLA Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records (IFLA, 1998) 
• The OAI‐Object Reuse and Exchange (OAI, 2008) FRBR  is a recommendation of  the  International Federation of Library Associations and Institu‐tions (IFLA) to restructure catalogue databases to reflect the conceptual structure of information resources. It uses an entity‐relationship model of metadata for bibliographic resources that sup‐ports  four  levels  of  representation: work,  expression, manifestation  and  item.  It  also  supports three groups of entities: products of intellectual or artistic endeavour (publications); entities re‐sponsible for intellectual or artistic content (a person or organisation); and entities that serve as subjects of intellectual or artistic endeavour (concept, object, event, and place). 
The Open Archives Initiative Object Reuse and Exchange (OAI‐ORE) is an international collabora‐tive initiative, focusing on a framework for the exchange of information about Digital Objects be‐tween  cooperating  repositories,  registries  and  services. OAI‐ORE aims  to  support  the  creation, management and dissemination of the new forms of composite digital resources being produced by eResearch and to make the information within these objects discoverable, machine‐readable, interoperable and reusable. Resource Maps and their component resources are all web resources which can be  identified and unambiguously referenced by HTTP URI handles,  thus providing a basis for reuse and exchange. Named Graphs (Jeremy et al, 2005) are endorsed by the OAI‐ORE initiative  as  a  means  of  publishing  compound  digital  objects  that  clearly  states  their  logical boundaries  (Lagoze, 2007).   They do  this  in a way  that  is discipline‐independent, but  that also provides hooks to include rich semantics, metadata, ontologies and rules. In the terms of the OAI‐ORE, compound objects correspond  to ORE Aggregations,  and  the Named Graphs  that describe them to ORE Resource Maps.  
Our hypothesis is that OAI­ORE Resource Maps provide the ideal mechanism for representing liter­
ary compound objects that encapsulate the entities and relationships expressed by the IFLA FRBR. To test our hypothesis, we are working with the Australian literature studies community through AustLit, as part of the Aus‐e‐Lit project. 
















Figure 2. Subset of LORE relationship ontology The LORE relationship ontology  is presented  in more detail  in Appendix A. The LORE relation‐ship ontology is provided as the default ontology; however users can configure LORE to use any OWL ontology by modifying the user preferences. LORE can export to RDF/XML, TriG format or Fedora Object XML (FOXML) files (FedoraCom‐mons, 2009). This allows compound objects to be used with other RDF‐enabled tools or to be in‐gested into a Fedora repository.  When exporting to Fedora, a FOXML file is created describing a Fedora object with a data stream of type ‘R’ for each resource. A Dublin Core (DC) data stream within the object stores metadata for the resource (such as dc:format). The resource map is rep‐resented by a Fedora object with a DC data stream for metadata and with a RELS‐EXT data stream to store the ore:aggregates relationships as well as any other relationships between re‐sources.  
5 User Interface Figure  3  illustrates  the  display  of  an  OAI‐ORE  resource  map  within  LORE’s  graphical  editor. 
Nodes represent the individual resources that are aggregated within the resource map and arcs represent the typed relationships between them.  Each node displays the URI and an interactive preview of the resource that it represents. Clicking on the URI opens the resource in the main browser window. Node previews can be collapsed to 








6 Discussion User feedback has been acquired through user trials involving researchers from a number of the AustLit research communities, as well as independent academics who are regular users of Aus‐tLit.  During these trials, LORE was used to create compound objects representing research trails, to capture pathways through source materials, for tracking the lineage of derivative works, and to relate disparate resources around a common theme for the purposes of teaching. The features that the researchers ranked most highly were the interactive node previews and the direct  integration  of  the  editor with  the  browser.  They were  also  very  enthusiastic  about  the generated slideshows and multimedia presentations; however they would like to be able to cus‐tomize the rules used to generate the visualizations, and would also  like to be able to generate more conventional scholarly and document formats, such as reference lists. Our trial users found adding resources to compound objects to be intuitive; however they requested the ability to add resources in batches, for example from AustLit search results, bookmarks or browser history. When using  the AustLit ontology directly, users  found applying  the ontology  terms  to be more complex than using the simplified relationship ontology.  However, the number of relationships shown in the arc context menu for both ontologies  is overwhelming for most users. Presenting the relationships in a menu that uses the sub‐property hierarchy from the ontology rather than as  a  flat  list  in  alphabetical  order may  be more  intuitive.  Alternatively,  allowing  users  to  type ahead, and  to have  the UI only show matching  terms may be effective. Other strategies  for ad‐dressing this issue could include adding more semantic checks to the UI to assist users in apply‐ing  the ontology  terms, or  tailoring  the domain ontologies based on community needs and un‐derstanding.  Enabling  discovery  of  additional  ontologies  via  a  metadata  schema  registry  may also assist individual users to locate existing ontologies that better suit their needs. 
Many users were concerned about copyright issues, as they assumed that we were storing copies of the resources that were added to compound objects. They requested more obvious attribution of the source of each resource in the presentation formats and to make it clearer that we only re‐cord a  link to and user‐entered metadata for each resource. The requirement that resources to be added to compound objects must be accessible online also presented an issue during the tri‐als. To add a new resource, users must first publish it,  for example by manually uploading it to their institutional repository. Users have requested that this process be made simpler, with the ability  to  upload  new  content  directly  from within  LORE.  In  addition,  some  objects  that  exist within institutional repositories only have local identifiers, and resources found on the web that have URIs may not have persistent URIs, which will result in errors with resources failing to load if they are moved or deleted. We may need to incorporate a service to assign persistent URIs to objects that don’t already have them, and use archives such as the Internet Archive or PANDORA.  ORE Resource Maps may aggregate concepts or non‐information entities (as opposed to informa‐tion resources) provided they follow the principles of linked data, i.e. that they are accessible on the web via dereferenceable URIs. When using LORE to relate things like Works, Agents or other abstract  concepts  from  the  AustLit  thesaurus,  the  AustLit  record  and  thesaurus  pages  can  be considered to be proxies for the underlying objects. However, Expressions and Manifestations are displayed on the Web only within the context of a Work record page, making it difficult for users to attach metadata or relationships to those objects. Also, because LORE uses the URI displayed in the browser address bar,  it  is also possible to aggregate resources with essentially the same content  via  different  URIs.  Examples  include  the  address  of  a  work  record  with  and  without “www” at the start, or the URI of a search that returns that work as a single result. This has been a  source of  confusion  for  some of our users and makes querying  the  repository  for  related re‐sources more difficult. We are currently experimenting with the use of RDFa embedded in Aus‐tLit records and search result pages to ensure that AustLit resources are identified using consis‐tent URIs, and to make it easier for our users to attach metadata and relationships to embedded objects. 






































• has_metadata/is_metadata_for  Resource Resource  has_location/is_location_of  Place Work  has_part/is_part_of 
• has_excerpt/is_excerpt_from 





• has_video/is_video_of Work  has_reproduction/is_reproduction_of  Work  or Expession  or Manifestation Work  has_review/is_review_of  Work  or  Expression  or Manifestation Work  has_sucessor/is_successor_of 
• has_sequel/is_sequel_of  Work  or  Expression  or Manifestation Work  or  Expression  or Manifestation  has_summary/is_summary_of • has_abstract/is_abstract_of • has_digest/is_digest_of 
• has_table_of_contents/is_table_of_contents_of 
Resource 




• references/is_referenced_by  Work or Agent  Expression  Is_embodied_in/is_embodiment_of  Manifestation Thing  is_equivalent_to  Thing Item  is_exemplification_of/is_exemplified_by  Manifestation Agent  is_member_of  Agent Expression  is_realization_of/is_realized_through  Work Agent  is_related_to 
• collaborates_with 
o is_co_author_with 
• is_family_member_of 
• is_mentor_of/is_mentored_by 
• is_acquaintance_of 
Agent 
 
